
 
 

XYZ High Performance Brake KitXYZ High Performance Brake KitXYZ High Performance Brake KitXYZ High Performance Brake Kit    

 

� Features:  

1. Rotor thickness has 26mm, 28mm, 32mm, 36mm.  

2. Rotor with larger vents to have ability to dissipate heat.  

3. Lightweight aluminum centre hat with hard anodizing 

electrolyte treatment for durability.  

4. Squeeze forged 6-piston caliper (painted red, yellow or 

anodized gold, black or any other painted colors).  

5. Caliper mounting bracket with high tensile steel studs.  

6. DOT stainless steel braided Teflon brake line.  

7. High performance sport brake pads (race pads are optional). 

Size 286mm 303mm 330mm 355mm 380mm 400mm 

Wheel 15’’ 16’’ 17’’ 18’’ 19’’ 20’’ 

���� ROTOR 

XYZ slotted rotor is the best choice for those high performance applications, this rotor type helps to clear debris on the 

rotor, in addition, it can increase the bite characteristics of the brake pads. Cast iron rotor has 32mm thickness and arc 

vents for better cooling. 

���� Floating Disc 

All XYZ brake kits come with regular brake rotors unless customers specify otherwise. XYZ floating disc is available for 

additional cost for 303mm, 330mm and 355mm brake kits, and no extra cost for 380mm and 400mm brake systems. As 

for 286mm brake kit, it comes with regular rotors only, and floating disc is not available for this rotor size. 

   

���� CENTRE HAT 

Centre hat is made from lightweight high grade aluminum which has ability to dissipate the heat. The hard anodizing 

electrolyte treatment is adopted for durability. 90% applications come with inner drum brake which can retain the OE 

parking function. The inner drum brake is made from aluminum available for parking so it is not for movement of 

vehicle like drifting. 

���� CALIPER 

High performance 8-piston aluminum caliper is squeeze forged. 

���� Caliper Color Optionssss：：：：Painted red, yellow or anodized gold, black are our caliper standard colors. 

    

Anodized Gold Anodized Black Painted Yellow Painted Red 

    

Painted Gray Painted Gold Painted Blue Painted Any Color 

Painted gray, gold, blue or any other painted colors to match your vehicle are available as well; however, it requires 

US$100 extra for 2 calipers (1 pair). Lead time is 15 days. 
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